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In this issue...
Make 2019 an
award-winning year!

Boost your sales
with Plan for Profit

Stay on top with this
years key trends!

Find out how >

Benefit today >

Read more >

Welcome to Today's Retailer Issue 39
News, promotions, advice and legislation for independent convenience retailers

Darren Goldney, Managing Director, Unitas Wholesale

Hello and welcome to the first 2019 issue of Today’s Retailer. As a new
year starts, new opportunities begin for independent retailers across
the country.
Now is the ideal time to review every aspect of your business.
Retailers using our Drop Shipment and Support Services energy
provider have been able to cut their bills by 30%. Read our guide
on page 14 to find out how you could also benefit.
Our latest Plan for Profit feature offers advice and support to show
you how to cater for the budget-conscious shopper in January, as
well as providing details on the 2019 Impulse Core Range Guide,
which is due to launch in March.
Finally, if you’ve got ambitions to make 2019 an award-winning
year, take the opportunity to gain inspiration from retailers who
have already achieved national recognition on page 10.

Three award-winning retailers offer
inspiration for your store!

Group

Best wishes,

Darren Goldney
Darren Goldney
Managing Director, Unitas Wholesale
© Unitas Wholesale 2018 All Rights Reserved. View publishing details and terms and conditions >

Make a Break For It with KITKAT!
To help combat the post-Christmas blues, KITKAT is offering 10 luxury
holidays worth £8,000 – as well as hundreds of getaway products – in
an eye-catching campaign across all KITKAT SKUs. With support from
out-of-home, TV, and social advertising, make sure you keep 		
well-stocked to meet expected customer demand.

Start the new year with BIG profits
from our Big Brand Event!
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“Our products are flying off the
Seven months after they started
working with Unitas Wholesale
(formerly Today’s Group), Babar and
Hamera Latiff have transformed their
Day-Today fascia store in Dumbarton.
The couple are already seeing the benefits of their
decision to switch from Costcutter to become a
Today’s fascia store (read their original story here),
while also using the Plan for Profit tools and advice.

Babar Latiff, Today’s Retailer, Dumbarton

Babar says: “There’s been a clear increase in sales and
we’re definitely turning over more money! We see a
lot more customers coming into the store now.		
It stands out on the high street and it’s a place they
like to visit.”

Flying off the shelves
Key to their success, says Babar, has been their
adoption of the Plan for Profit Core Range Guide
and the three-weekly promotions.
Babar says: “We’ve kept the same categories in
store, however Plan for Profit has allowed us to
provide a focused core range of products to meet
the needs of our customers. Items that we never
previously thought about stocking now fly off the
shelves and customers come in regularly for them.”
“Our shelves are clearly signposted, the sections of
the store are clearly labelled for first-time
customers, and it’s easier for everyone to locate
the product they’re looking for.”
He adds: “We also sell much more New Product
Development (NPD), particularly in confectionery
and drinks. Customers always want to try the
new treats!”
Back to contents page
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shelves!”
New targets for 2019
The pair are now planning to build on their initial success with a range of new developments,
including the transformation of a store Hamera’s father bought when she was just a child.
Babar says: “We would like to introduce a hot ‘On-the-Go’ counter including Rustlers burgers, so
that’s something we’re going to look into. United Wholesale (Scotland) Ltd. has some really great
deals, so it’ll be exciting to see what we can provide our customers in-store.”

A strong community presence
For now, though, the focus is on building on their current
momentum – with grocery, soft drinks and NPD all proving
to be strong performers. “Beer is also very popular at the
moment,” says Babar, “and Coca-Cola and Irn Bru are our
bestsellers in the soft drinks category.”
The pair are also keen to continue to make an impact in
their local neighbourhood.
He adds: “The most important thing is building
relationships and making sure that your customers keep
coming back. It’s really important that we build a strong
relationship with the community, so we regularly donate
raffle prizes to local schools and we spend time getting to
know our customers.”

Making the most of the MUP calculator
The Plan for Profit app features a Minimum Unit Pricing calculator, something
that Hamera admits has been invaluable in helping her to understand the
impact of the Scottish government’s alcohol strategy.
She says: “At first, I thought it was going to be complicated – but the app has
really helped us.

Click here to
calculate MUP >

“Babar showed me how to use it and it really helps me wrap my head around
pricing. We instantly know what we should be pricing our alcohol to ensure
we are complying with the law’.”

Make 2019 an award-winning
Is your store ready for national recognition? Helpful staff, a strong range and
a clean, well-stocked store are key. These three award-winning retailers will all
offer inspiration for your store!
Day-Today,Bourtreehill
Spirit of the Community Award,
Asian Trader Awards 2018
Independent Retailer of the
Year (1,210ft2-2,999ft2),
Retail Industry Awards 2018
Team of the Year,
Scottish Local Retailer Rewards 2018
Convenience Retailer of the Year
Scottish Asian & Business Awards 2018

Winning 4 awards in the past year, Store Owner,
Imran Ali saw potential in a derelict former Co-op
store that had been closed for eight months and
transformed it into “a retail oasis” at the heart of a
4,000-house council estate.
Ali has overcome the challenges of starting a
business, regenerating a building and beating
competition.
With a grand opening featuring wine tasting, free
cakes to take home, children’s entertainment and
a local henna artist, Ali was quick to get local
attention and gain customer loyalty.

A key component to the store’s success is the
passionate and enthusiastic team of thirty.
The Bourtreehill store has provided a range of
fundamental services for their local community
and created “a unique shopping atmosphere
unlike any other store” – the store even has a
soft-play area for children while their parents shop.
The store’s customer service, in-store theatre,
specialist counters, competitions and social media
to engage with the local community, and range
have all been highly praised. We look forward to
seeing what they have in store for the future!

What’s Imran’s key to success?
“It’s just about being open minded and adapting to customer needs and changes.
Don’t be scared to try new things.”1

Back to contents page
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RETAILER AWARDS

year!

Today’s Extra Fiveways, Cleethorpes

Day-Today, Doonfoot

UK and Ireland Top 100 Independent Local
Shops 2018, Independent Achievers Academy

Spirits Retailer of the Year,
Scottish Local Retailer Rewards 2018

The IAA Top 100 is an exclusive list of local shops who
deliver a great retail experience for their customers.
Following rigorous in-store assessments using
industry-leading benchmarks, this Today’s Extra store
impressed across all 12 key disciplines of the IAA
including customer service, effective ranging and
staff development.
Take a 360 Tour of the Today's Extra
Fiveways, Cleethorpes store >

In less than a year, this store has built a stunning
reputation for premium spirits, generating 10%
of its entire sales from the category.
The store merchandises a range so extensive
(including almost 140 gins), it now attracts
shoppers from miles away.
Retailer Ross McPherson creates customer loyalty
and a larger spend by providing a range of highquality mixers for customers to enjoy with their
premium spirits.

Could 2019 be your year for recognition? Register your interest now!

Put your store forward for
IAA’s Top 100 list in 2019 >

Register for the 2019 Scottish
Local Retailer Awards >

Register for the 2019
Retail Industry Awards >

Everyday value
Offers available from

75P

7th January 2019
27th January 2019

EACH

Great £1 or less deals for your customers
ANY 2 FOR

Lucozade Energy
varieties as stocked 380ml PMP £1

ANY 2 FOR

£1

90P
NEW

Pringles varieties as stocked 40g
PMP 69P

£1
EACH

McVities Digestives/Rich Tea/
Hobnobs/Ginger Nuts/Fruit Shortcake
250g-400g PMP £1.29

Cadbury NEW Oreo Egg/Creme Egg/
Caramel Egg 31g/40g

69P
EACH

Batchelors Cup A Soup varieties
as stocked 81g-122g PMP £1.39

£1
EACH

Dolmio Bolognese
500g PMP £1.89/Std/Sharwoods Mango
Chutney/Sharwoods Sauces varieties as
stocked 227g/420g PMP £1.79

Find these unbeatable deals at your Unitas member wholesaler>

Download promotions
leaflet here

Find out how to get these
deals in your store
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SUPPORT SERVICES

Cut your energy costs
with Unitas’ Drop
Shipment & Services
The start of the new year is the ideal time to review where you can make savings
in running your store. Are you one of the 40% of UK retailers who thinks they are
paying too much for energy?1
Drop
Shipment
& Services

Steve Hodson, Trading Controller at Unitas Wholesale,
says "retailers using one of our service providers
have been able to reduce their energy bills by an
average of 30%."
Independent energy brokers Voixenergy is a key service
provider, offering retailers across the UK the chance to
benefit from their expertise, industry relationships and
market knowledge to secure the best possible rates for
their business.

To find out more about Voixenergy and to find out how much they could save you, please
contact Steve Hodson on 01302 260525 or email steve.hodson@unitaswholesale.co.uk.
Steve Hodson, Group Trading Controller for Drop Shipment & Services

4 reasons to use Drop Shipment &
Services in 2019
1. Enjoy preferential terms negotiated
by Unitas Wholesale, the UK’s largest
independent wholesale services company.

How to use Drop Shipment & Services
Visit www.planforprofit.co.uk
and
1. Visit
www.planforprofit.co.uk
and
click ‘Drop
‘Drop Shipment
. .
click
shipment&&Services’
Services’
Find the service
are
2. Find
serviceor
orsupplier
supplieryou
you
are
interested
in.
interested in.

2. Reduce your admin with one single invoice
from your wholesaler.

Click to make
3. Click
makecontact.
contact.

3. Find suppliers easily in the online directory.

Receive a call
4. Receive
callback
backor
orvisit
visitwithin
within 48
48
hours.
hours.

4. Save time by simply choosing a supplier,
submitting your details online and
receiving a call back or visit within 48 hours.

Back to contents page

1Talking Retail

Read more about how to save money
with Drop Shipment & Services >

Plan for Profit in the
New Year!
Smart thinking and expert planning could give your business a very profitable
January. Are you prepared?
As the new year begins, it’s time to sell through any excess Christmas products and cater for January’s
budget-conscious shopper. With credit card bills still looming, focus on value by focusing on basic
cupboard staples and household items.

Clear away Christmas
•

Make space for products which will sell at this time of
year by reducing to clear any excess Christmas stock.

•

Merchandise reduced Christmas products in an area
of high footfall with clear Point of Sale (POS)
highlighting the ‘value’ message.

Unitas retail director John Kinney says…
“Concentrate on finding positive solutions to what may appear to be
negative problems. For example, if you have retail re-sellable packs,
consider breaking down the pack and selling the items as singles – thereby
avoiding having to sell a selection box in January (however make sure that
the items are retail re-sellable!)”

Focus on value
Buy-one-get-one-free, less-than-half-price and £1
or less offers will keep your till ringing this month.
Place them around your store with clear POS to
reinforce your commitment to value. The P1
Today’s Symbol and Retail Club promotions
(available from 7th – 27th January) feature
many great value deals sold for £1 or less.

Back to contents page

View
current
promotions
here >
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Prepare for spring events
As Valentine’s Day (14th February), Mother’s
Day (31st March) and Easter (21st April) are
on the horizon, look at what promotions your
local wholesaler is offering.
Smaller treat items, such as Cadbury’s Creme Eggs
will signpost the start of the season and generate
impulse purchases. However, independent retailers
should avoid overstocking with larger items, such
as Easter eggs, too early.

PLAN FOR PROFIT

The new Plan for Profit Impulse
Core Range Guide is coming soon!
The new guide features core and extended
range guidance for soft drinks, confectionery
and snacking to meet the needs of your
customers and increase sales. It also includes
planograms, expert advice and insights and
new details on Drop Shipment
and Support Services.
Unitas retail director John Kinney says…

Unitas retail director John Kinney says…
“Sell smaller treats for impulse now and
start to increase your range as the event
draws closer, using in store theatre to
catch your customer’s attention.
Customers will remember your store when
they are buying for these events.”

Look at last year’s EPOS data and check your diary
to see what sold and when sales dipped and
spiked for each event. If you haven’t previously
kept this information, make a start for this year
so you have something to refer to in 2020.

“The Impulse Core Range Guide will help
you to think about your range and
understand the bigger picture. The
Impulse category is driven by events and
seasons, so always keep on top of staple
products and best sellers. If an item isn’t
selling, reduce it to provide the space to
try something new.”

For advice to increase your sales, visit
www.planforprofit.co.uk or
download the Plan for Profit app today!

TOP TIP
Group products in your EPOS system under
seasonal titles such as ‘Valentine’s Gifting’.
This will allow you to see what sold and
when for each event and provide a
reference for next year.

See Plan for Profit deals and
profit-boosting features in action >
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TRACK & TRACE

‘Track and Trace’ tobacco laws
– what do they mean for you?
New regulations on tobacco products will be introduced on 20 May 2019. What
does this mean for independent retailers?
From May onwards, all cigarettes, roll-your-own (RYO)
and make-your-own tobacco products must be
trackable, traceable, and include a security feature.
Packaging will include visible and covert security
features, with other tobacco products being affected
from May 2024.
According to the Association of Convenience Stores
(ACS), this will help to track “the sale of legitimate
tobacco products through the supply chain1”.
“The illicit trade in tobacco is a damaging criminal enterprise that cost the Treasury
over £2.5bn last year in lost duties and VAT. This criminal trade also hurts legitimate
retailers, so we support strong measures to tackle it.”
James Lowman, ACS chief executive

What does it mean for independent retailers?
The ACS says: “From 20th May, economic operators (including
retailers) will be required to apply for an Economic Operator
Identifier Code (for their business) and Facility Identifier Codes
(for each of their stores) to purchase tobacco.”
“HMRC has yet to appoint the body that will issue these codes,
so as of yet there is no application process. We are working
closely with HM Revenue & Customs (HMRC) and will
communicate information on how retailers can apply for their
codes as soon as we can.”
Retailers will have until 20th May 2020 to sell through tobacco
products which do not include the new security features2.

Back to contents page

Keep up to date
Check the ACS website for the
latest developments and read its 		
Track and Trace Briefing.
Read HMRC’s Tobacco Traceability 		
and Security Features document.
Further updates to come in the
next issue of Today’s Retailer.
Click here to sign up to TR and
find advice on regulations
such as Track & Trace >

1ACS

2Convenience Store
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BIG BRAND EVENT

Start the new year
with BIG profits!
With more than £20,000 of prizes already given
away, the Big Brand Event is a huge hit with
retailers across the UK.

What is the Big Brand Event?
The Big Brand Event has been running since March 2018. It is a year-long campaign designed to give
independent retailers more ways to drive sales and profits.
Every three weeks, a major brand offers retailers exclusive deeper cut deals, category advice, and competitions
in the Unitas national promotional brochure.

Coming soon in the Big Brand Event...
General Mills – Nature Valley
Featuring P1 (7th January – 27th January)
Nature Valley is the world’s leading global snack bar brand, growing 22.4%
year-on-year and helping to drive significant category growth of 6.6% over the
last three years. Featuring in the Big Brand Event are two leading formats,
Nature Valley Crunchy and Nature Valley Protein, to provide your customers
with products for different snacking needs.

Pepsico - Walkers
Featuring P2 (28th January – 17th February)
After celebrating 70 years, Walkers remains the number one savoury snacking
brand. With Walkers Max Strong as the biggest NPD launch of 2018 to date.
Walkers is staying on trend with bolder flavours such as Walkers Max Strong
and healthier options with Oven Baked. Make sure you’re offering the
family-favourite brand for sales throughout the day.

Find out more
View Big Brand Event deals via the Plan for Profit app or download a full list of
Unitas Wholesale member depots taking part in the Big Brand Event.

1Nature Valley 2Nielsen Scantracke, Value Sales 3Kantar Worldpanel

Back to contents page

What are the biggest opportun

With healthier lifestyles, people dining at home or quickly On-the-Go, we round up t
your customers will be looking for.

Healthier lifestyle

Bringing the Out of Home experience
into the home

Vaping

Rum

Vaping is now worth £160m in the UK1
People want to quit smoking at the start of the
year, so offer them an alternative. Use a small
range to learn about what your customers want.
Over time, increase your range of nicotine
strengths and flavours, and use the Plan for Profit
Licensed and Tobacco guide for advice.

UK rum sales are worth £627m – up 6.6%4
After 2018 was gins’ year, this year is set to be 		
rums! Consumers are increasingly interested in
new flavours seen in bars, so merchandise rum flavours
such as coconut, coffee, dark and spiced. Stock NEW
products such as Dead Man’s Shoes to catch 		
customer’s interest.

Hot Sauce

‘Healthier’ Alcohol
Non-alcoholic beer sales increased 		
58% in summer 2018 2

Chilli and tabasco sauces grew 24.8% in 2017⁵

Maximise sales by merchandising a range of low
and no alcohol beers and wines adjacent to your
alcoholic options. Also offer low calorie options,
such as premixed cans of gin and slimline tonic.

Customers are looking to bring great flavours of the
restaurant to their dining room table. So, offer and
advertise a range of mainstream hot sauces and
seasoning packets such as Tabasco, Siracha and Nando’s.
Long shelf-lives make them a low-risk product to test and
measure what sells in your store.

Animal Free

Hot Drinks

47% of UK shoppers are aiming to
cut their meat intake3
Quorn’s frozen meat-free range is an effective
way to cover all options without using
significant amounts of space. Stocking products
such as nuts, beans, peas and lentils are great
meat-free alternatives packed with protein.

Back to contents page

1Convenience Store

Every day, 70 million cups of coffee are 		
consumed in the UK⁶
Customers are looking to bring the same great flavours
from the coffee shop to drink at home. Extend your range
to include premium and flavoured coffee together with
instant and ground coffee to appeal to all types of
customer. Read about the tea category with expert
advice from Tetley>

2The Drinks Business

3Convenience Store

4Asian Trader
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KEY TRENDS

nities in 2019?

the trends on the rise and the products

Busy lifestyles mean customers want
On-the-Go solutions
Delivery and Collection
New technology could soon see more stores act as mini
distribution centres⁷
By creating a simple way for customers to send, collect and return parcels,
delivery and collection services will increase footfall and generate
impulse buys in your store.
Become a Hermes ParcelShop through Unitas Support Services >

On the Go Chilled
On-the-Go food and drink is experiencing growth of 4.5%
each year⁸
Create chilled success by merchandising the right range, using brands
shoppers trust, guaranteeing availability and high operational
standards. Sandwiches, salads and pasta pots can be sold as meal deals
and merchandised with disposable cutlery to provide great 			
On-the-Go solutions.

Use Social media to promote your ranges
Your customers use social media as part of their daily routine,
therefore regular activity on social media to promote your ranges
and new products will bring customers into your store.

Read advice here on setting up your
social media and what to post >

5The Grocer

6Convenience Store

7The Grocer

8IGD Retail Analysis and Shopper Vista Research / Allegra 2018

Brew up success with a fresh a
As a new year begins, healthier lifestyles are top of many people’s minds, 		
giving retailers the ideal opportunity to maximise sales from their tea range.

January shoppers often aim to reduce their sugar and fat consumption, changing their buying habits to
improve their food, drink and vitamin intake.
For health-conscious consumers, tea is a great fit. Products such as fruit and herbal, decaf and green will
all be popular while new formats, such as fruit infusions (tea developed specifically to be brewed in cold
water), are causing a stir by offering an alternative to flavoured bottled waters.

Capitalise on higher value sales
Balance everyday teas with a selection of other tea formats to deliver a
higher value of sales.
Fruit and herbal infusions:
Tetley is a strong innovator with great options such as Super Fruits
Blueberry and Raspberry.
Green teas:
Tetley is the number two brand in green teas, with Tetley Pure Green
and Tetley Pure Green Lemon both bestsellers.
Functional food and drink:
Tetley’s range of ‘Super’ teas, with added vitamins and EFSA-approved
health claims, appeal to all ages and generate strong repeat sales.

Back to contents page
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approach to tea sales
Keep it fresh and exciting
Maintain customer interest by bringing new products,
such as fruit infusions for cold water, into your range.
New Tetley Cold Infusions is a range of 4 fruit and herbal
flavours designed to be brewed in cold water, making
them ideal for enjoying at home as a long drink or
on-the-go in a drinks bottle. The category has generated
sales of £3m in just three months.
Illustrate different tea occasions and bring different
products together to increase sales across several
categories. Themed events that tap into shopper trends,
such as healthy living, also offer a good platform to
introduce something new.

Plan a solid core range
Select the right mix of teas to meet your customers’ needs and display them in a clear and logical
order – for example: everyday tea, decaf, green tea, fruit tea. This helps shoppers immediately see
what’s on offer.
Everyday black teas remain the most popular and should never be overlooked. A decaf option is also a
must, because decaf drinkers won’t choose an alternative – without decaf, you will lose the sale.

Use Plan for Profit core range guidance to help with your planning >

Take action
With knowledge and a bit of creativity, you don’t need to make dramatic or costly changes. Simply
reviewing your tea range and how you engage with customers can make a significant difference.
For more help on understanding how best to capitalise on the trends in tea and maximise sales, visit
www.tetley-convenience-sales-guide.co.uk.

Planogram taken from Tetley Convenience Sales Guide
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COLD & FLU

Drive extra winter profits
with cold & flu medication
Over the Counter (OTC) medicines are worth £1.2bn1 and with high margins and
long periods of demand, they are a great way to drive extra profits during the
winter months, when the UK's cold and flu season reaches its peak.
What makes a good range?
Shoppers will pay premium prices for health products from trusted brands in convenience stores, because
it’s likely they are distress purchasing for instant relief. Depending on the opportunity and size of your store,
we have provided you with a Good-Better-Best approach.

Best: great visibility

Good: a core range
Stock a minimum core range to
meet your customer’s needs,
using the Plan for Profit Grocery
and Non Food category guide >

Better: an extended
range
Review your space to make room for
an extended range, including a wider
range of brands, pack sizes2 and
product types. For example, cough
medicines will target different types
of cough (chesty, dry or tickly).
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Consider bringing your range from behind the till
onto the shop floor, using clear Point of Sale for
maximum visibility.
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If your range is behind the till, give customers time
to browse and ask them if they would like to view
the product packaging for the description and
dosage details before purchasing3.
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From 28th January -17th February, you can find a great range
of National Cold and Flu deals, available from participating
Unitas Wholesaler depots.
Click here to view age restrictions for selling OTC medicines >

t.

1
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1Convenience Store
2Not to be sold in quantities greater than 32 tablets in any one transaction
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IN DEPOT DEALS

Start this year with unbeatable
prices and profits!
Grow your sales with extra value deals!
The Plan for Profit website and app includes access to the
latest deals on top-selling lines in Unitas member wholesaler
depots across the UK.
Want to find deals at a depot near you? Use our deal finder and
stock up on products that are sure to maximise your profits!

P1 'Extra-Value' Deals
From 7th January - 27th January 2019

You’re never too far away from
some unbeatable deals for your store.
Visit the website deal finder now >

Download the Plan for Profit app now to find exclusive deals at a
depot near you.

Back to contents page

*IRI SIG Pet Outlets including Ocado MAT 19th May 2018. ®Reg. Trademark of Société des Produits Nestlé S.A.

